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Abstract. Is it possible to create a simple physical system that is capa-
ble of replicating itself? Can such a system evolve interesting behaviors,
thus allowing it to adapt to a wide range of environments? This pa-
per presents a design for such a replicator constructed exclusively from
synthetic DNA. The basis for the replicator is crystal growth: informa-
tion is stored in the spatial arrangement of monomers and copied from
layer to layer by templating. Replication is achieved by fragmentation of
crystals, which produces new crystals that carry the same information.
Crystal replication avoids intrinsic problems associated with template-
directed mechanisms for replication of one-dimensional polymers. A key
innovation of our work is that by using programmable DNA tiles as the
crystal monomers, we can design crystal growth processes that apply in-
teresting selective pressures to the evolving sequences. While evolution
requires that copying occur with high accuracy, we show how to adapt
error-correction techniques from algorithmic self-assembly to lower the
replication error rate as much as is required.
1 Introduction
It is widely accepted that Darwinian evolution is responsible for the complexity
and adaptability seen in modern biology. However, the mechanisms by which
evolving organisms adapt to their environment are not well understood. An
important roadblock in studying evolution is the dearth of physical systems
in which evolution can be studied; a tractable synthetic system for replication
and evolution would facilitate the study of how physical selection pressures lead
to evolutionary adaptation. A chemical self-replicator might also be used to
evolve solutions to problems in chemistry or nanotechnology. If such a system
were simple enough, it could also shed light on how self-replication emerged
spontaneously at the origin of life.
In 1966, Graham Cairns-Smith proposed a simple mechanism by which poly-
typic clay crystals could replicate information in the absence of biological en-
zymes [3, 4]. Polytypic clay crystals are crystals where the orientations of subse-
quent layers can differ, and therefore a cross-section of the crystal contains an
information-bearing sequence. Crystal growth extends the layers and copies the
sequence of orientations, which may be considered its genotype. Occasionally,
physical forces break a crystal apart. Because crystals replicate their genotype
many times during growth, splitting of a crystal can yield multiple pieces, each
containing at least one copy of the entire genotype. Cycles of growth and frag-
mentation cause each sequence to be exponentially amplified.
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Fig. 1. DNA crystals. (a) The DNA crystal life cycle. The materials required for
growth are constantly replenished. Crystals die when they are flushed out of solution
in an exit stream. (b) Tiles with complementary single-stranded sticky ends can attach
by hybridization. For convenience, DNA tiles may be represented as square tiles; tiles
with the same side labels correspond to molecules with matching sticky ends. (c)
Atomic force microscopy image of DNA crystals formed by the molecules shown in
Figure 2b. At higher resolutions, individual tiles can be discriminated.
We propose a method of self-replication that works by similar growth and
fragmentation of algorithmic DNA crystals. DNA crystals are composed of DNA
tile monomers [8]. Different types of DNA tiles can be designed to assemble via
programmable rules [18]; a typical DNA crystal is assembled from several tile
types. As in Graham-Smith’s conception, DNA crystals can contain a sequence
that is copied during growth, in this case a linear arrangement of DNA tile types
(Figure 1a). Unlike most types of clay crystal growth, DNA crystal growth is
tractable in the laboratory and occurs at time scales (hours) that are suitable
for experimental investigation.
It is perhaps surprising that DNA crystal replication exhibits many of the
phenomena of interest for the study of Darwinian evolution. In Section 2, we de-
scribe in more detail how crystal evolution works and introduce the components
of DNA crystals and a model of the growth process. The examples in Sections 3
and 4 illustrate how DNA crystals can copy arbitrary amounts of information
and how in particular environments, this information affects the replication rate.
In Section 5, we describe techniques for increasing the accuracy of replication.
2 Replicating Information with DNA Crystals
DNA crystals consist of DNA tile monomers [8] which can attach to other tiles in
a programmable fashion: each of the four sides of the DNA tile has a short single
stranded portion which can hybridize with the complementary strand of another
tile (Figure 1b). DNA tiles can assemble into 2-dimensional crystals [21] and can
be programmed to form other structures, such as thin ribbons (Figure 1c). A
wide variety of DNA tile crystals have been synthesized [10, 15, 5].
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Fig. 2. The zig-zag tile set. (a) A zig-zag assembly. Two alternating tile types in
each row enforce the placement of the double tiles on the top and bottom, ensuring
that under algorithmic assembly conditions, growth occurs in a zig-zag pattern. Al-
though only growth on the right end of the molecule is shown here, growth occurs
simultaneously on both ends of the molecule. At each step, a new tile may be added
at the location designated by the small arrow. (b) The basic zig-zag tile set consists of
six molecules (tile types). Each square and rectangle shown is a logical representation
of the molecule shown to its left. By convention, tiles cannot be rotated. The tiles
shown here have unique bonds that determine where they fit in the assembly: each
label has exactly one match on another tile type. While the logical representations of
DNA tiles have the same connectivity as DNA tile molecules, the logical representation
of a tile has a different aspect ratio and labels in different orientations than the actual
molecules. (c) The tile set shown in Figure 2b forms only one type of assembly. A
tile set consisting of the tiles in (b) and the four tiles shown here allows four types of
assemblies to be formed. The vertical column of each type contains a different 2-bit
binary sequence.
Under algorithmic assembly conditions [19], the assembly of DNA tiles into
a crystal is only energetically favorable when it occurs cooperatively, i.e. by the
formation of two or more sticky end bonds. The attachment of a tile to a crystal
performs a step of a computation in the sense that a unique tile (among many
possible in solution) may attach at a particular growth location. With an appro-
priate choice of tiles, DNA tile assembly can perform universal computation [18,
2].
The zig-zag crystal shown in Figure 2a is formed from the tiles shown in
Figure 2b. Matching rules determine which tile fits where. When a zig-zag crystal
is added to a solution of free tiles under algorithmic assembly conditions, growth
is constrained to occur in a zig-zag pattern by the requirement that each tile
addition must form two or more sticky end bonds, as shown in Figure 2a. It is
easy to confirm that under such conditions, there is always a unique tile that
may be added on each end of the ribbon.
Zig-zag crystals are designed so that under algorithmic assembly conditions,
growth produces one new row at a time, and continued growth repeatedly copies
a sequence. The requirement that a tile must attach by two bonds means that
it must match both its vertical neighbor (another tile that is part of the new
column being assembled), and its horizontal neighbor (in a previously assembled
row). Several tiles might match the label on the vertical neighbor, but because
tiles must make two correct bonds in order to join the assembly, only a tile
that also matches the label on the horizontal neighbor can be added. Therefore,
the tile being added in the new column must correspond to the one in previous
column. As a result, information is inherited through templated growth. The set
of tiles formed by adding the tiles in Figure 2c to those shown in Figure 2b can
propagate one of four strings. Additional tiles may be added to the set of tiles
in Figures 2b and 2c to create a tile set that copies one of 2n sequences of width
n. We will later discuss tile sets in which an unbounded amount of information
can be copied.
The growth of a zig-zag DNA crystal increases the number of copies of the
original information present in the ribbon, but does not change the rate at which
new copies of the sequence are produced. The rate of copying can be sped up
by shear forces that cause crystals to break. With each new crystal that is cre-
ated by breakage, two new sites become available to copy information. Repeated
applications of shear force interspersed with time to grow therefore exponen-
tially amplify an initial piece of information. Occasionally, a tile matching only
one bond rather than two will join the assembly, resulting in occasional copying
errors, which are also inherited. If errors happen during copying, which they
will under almost any achievable condition [19], and crystals with particular
sequences grow faster than others, then evolution can occur.
3 The Royal Road
A selection experiment for DNA crystal evolution involves both an environment
(available resources and laws of chemistry and physics) and DNA crystals that
grow and reproduce within that environment. Artificial evolution experiments
must set up both. Here, a set of DNA tiles is used to define an environment for
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Fig. 3. The royal road tile set. (a) The royal road tile set consists of four tiles for
each of n sequence positions, two for propagating an X bit and two for propagating
a Y bit. Two boundary tiles are also used. 2n different sequences can be copied with
this tile set. (b) When more Y than X tiles are present, sequences containing more
Y tiles tend to grow faster. (c) As growth progresses, sequences containing mostly Y
tiles become more and more common. Each sequence shown represents an assembly
consisting of many copies of the illustrated sequence.
crystal growth. The set of DNA tiles determines the set of sequences which may
be copied and the “chemistry” of the system, i.e. the rules which tiles bind to
each other 1. A particular arrangement of DNA tiles is the information that is
propagated in these experiments, the genotype; it is the organism being evolved.
The phenotype of a sequence is its replication rate in the given environment. In
this section we describe a tile set that allows many kinds of sequences to grow;
a selection pressure results from physical conditions in which tile concentrations
differ for each tile type.
A DNA crystal can grow only when it comes in contact with a tile that can
be added favorably to the crystal. In a well-mixed reaction vessel, the higher
the concentrations of tiles of the type that may be legally added, the more
quickly such contact occurs. Therefore, a simple selection pressure results from
a difference in concentration between tile types used to copy the sequence infor-
mation: assemblies with sequences containing tiles present at high concentrations
will grow and reproduce faster than assemblies with sequences containing tiles
present at very low concentrations.
A tile set in which one of two bits can be propagated at each of n sequence
positions is shown in Figure 3a. Let Xi and Yi be the two tile types that can be
propagated at position i. If Yi is present in solution at a concentration higher
than that of Xi, as in Figure 3b, the fitness landscape for this selection resembles
1 Our choice of terminology reflects the observation that whether a self-replicator is
made from clay, biological polymer or other material, the chemistry of the specific
elements involved determines the evolutionary landscape. As an example, the chem-
istry of nucleic acids can make some sequences hard to copy. Certain sequences fold
up or bulge [9], making copying of those sections more difficult. Here, the constraints
are not on how a sequence folds, but on how its elements fit together: the tile set
similarly determines the evolutionary landscape.
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Fig. 4. Selection of sequences with particular numbers of logical 1’s. (a)
A diagram of a finite state machine that can determine whether a binary sequence
contains a number of 1’s that is divisible by 3. The double circled state is both the
start and the accept state. (In general these states are not the same.) The tiles shown
can be used with the tiles in (b) to follow the instructions of the machine during tile
assembly. (b) Additional tiles needed to complete the tile set in (a). The construction
shown in (a) and (b) can be generalized to any finite state machine. (c) An assembly
encoding a sequence accepted by the machine in (a). Evaluation ends in an accept
state, so a bottom tile may be added and assembly can continue. (d) An assembly
encoding a sequence not accepted by the finite state machine in (a). Because execution
of the finite state machine ended with a state other than the accept state, assembly
cannot continue.
the simplest case of a well-studied problem in genetic algorithms, the “royal
road” [12]. Here, the growth rate increases monotonically with the number of
Yi’s in the sequence s. So long as the Yi tiles remain more common in solution,
sequences containing only Yi tiles will quickly dominate (Figure 3c).
4 Selection of Regular Languages
Section 3 illustrated how tile concentration can create a selection pressure, caus-
ing some sequences to grow faster than others. While this is a simple selection
pressure to understand, the adaptation that occurs is also simple. In this section
we describe how a single tile set allows for the replication of an infinite number
of sequences and how sequence constraints imposed by the tile set can provide
more interesting selection pressures.
In the previous example, the “chemistry” of the tile set determined the length
of sequences that could be copied, and which tiles could be used in which posi-
tion of the sequence. Here we consider evolution when the tile set “chemistry”
allows only certain sequences to be copied, but they may be arbitrarily long. In
particular, the tile set environment allows copying only of sequences that are
accepted by a particular finite state machine.
A finite state machine is an abstract device that can perform a computation
requiring only a fixed amount of memory. It consists of a set of states and
rules describing how to transition between states as each character of input is
received. Computation begins in a prescribed state. When the inputs have all
been received, the current state is either in an accept state, in which case the the
input is accepted, or a reject state. Figure 4a shows a simple finite state machine
(along with the tiles that implement the transition steps of the machine) which
detects whether the number of ones in a binary sequence input is divisible by
three.
The self-assembly of DNA sequence [1] and tile [13] alphabets can generate
the set of sequences accepted by a given finite state machine, also known as a
regular language. Accepted sequences can be of any length. In contrast to the
tile sets described in Section 3, where the top and bottom sides of a tile encode
the position in the fixed-length sequence where the tile can be added, the top
and bottom sides of the tiles in Figure 4a encode the state of the machine as it
processes each character of the sequence being copied.
A tile set that copies only inputs accepted by a given finite state machine is
constructed as follows. Each possible transition between states is encoded as a
single tile (Figure 4a). The left and right sides of the tile encode the input, the
top side encodes the state that machine is in before the input is received and the
bottom side encodes the state that the machine transitions to after the input
has been received. The top boundary tile encodes the start state and a bottom
boundary tile encodes each accept state (Figure 4b). Another set of tiles copies
a sequence that has been accepted by the machine. These tiles have only one
state on their bottom and top sides, and encode the same sequence bit on their
left and right sides.
During growth down the crystal2, assembly evaluates the sequence according
to the finite state machine’s rules. If the machine ends in an accept state, a
bottom tile can bind to the site and upward growth can begin (Figure 4c). If
the machine is not in an accept state, no bottom tile exists which matches the
growth front, and growth stops (Figure 4d). Thus, only sequences which are
accepted by the machine will continue to be replicated. These sequences will be
the ones that are selected for.
More complex selection pressure results if the crystals grown in this tile set
environment are moved to an environment containing tiles that accept a different
language of sequences. For example, crystals grown using the tiles shown here
2 Growth on the left side of the zig-zag crystal in Figure 4c reads the sequence elements
backward, and evaluates the finite state machine in reverse. While running the finite
state machine shown in Figure 4a backward accepts the same set of states as running
the machine forward, for other machines there may be non-determinism when the
machine is run in reverse. A step may be possible that cannot lead to the start state,
leaving an uncompleted assembly. Assemblies corresponding to tile sets of this type
will grow mostly in the direction where the finite state machine is evaluated in the
correct direction. With some additional complexity, it is also possible to replace this
tile set an equivalent tile set that can grow only in the forward direction [17].
might be moved to a mixture containing tiles that allowed only sequences with
a number of ones that is divisible by 5 to grow. Only sequences with a number
of ones divisible by 15 could survive in both environments.
5 Acceptable Error Rates for DNA Tile-Based Evolution
While several experimental studies have shown that DNA tiles can process in-
formation through cooperative binding [11, 15], it is also becoming clear that
errors occur often during algorithmic assembly [15]. This is a concern because a
low error rate is vital to the design of a self-replicator. If the error rate exceeds
an error threshold [7], genetic meltdown occurs and sequences become totally
random. In this section we describe how to decrease the error rate below any
relevant error threshold.
Errors during assembly occur when a tile binds to a growing assembly by
fewer than two bonds, an event called an unfavorable attachment. A mismatch
error, an unfavorable attachment that only partially matches the adjacent tiles,
causes an error in replication (Figure 5a). Additionally, in the absence of a pre-
existing crystal, a series of unfavorable attachments occasionally produces a full-
width crystal with a random sequence, an event called spontaneous nucleation.
Both these kinds of errors can be analyzed using a reversible model of DNA
tile self-assembly based on the physics and chemistry of DNA hybridization [19].
Prior work on the robustness of algorithmic self-assembly in this model can
be adapted in order to show that, at a moderate cost of tile set complexity and
assembly speed, mismatch error rates can be made as small as is desired. “Proof-
reading” tile sets implement the same logic of an original tile set but assemble
more robustly, dramatically reducing mismatch error rates without significant
slow-down [20, 6, 14]. The general idea of proofreading is to redundantly encode
each element of sequence. When the proofreading method is applied to the zig-
zag tile set (Figure 5b), correct tile additions are stabilized by additional tiles in
the same block that encode the same sequence element, whereas several incor-
rect additions instead of just one are needed to propagate a sequence element
incorrectly (Figure 5c). Error rates decrease exponentially as larger blocks of
proofreading tiles are used [20].
Similar error correction techniques also exist for the prevention of sponta-
neous nucleation errors. Like other crystallization processes, the rate at which
spontaneous nucleation of growing zig-zag assemblies occurs is dependent on the
energy of the critical nucleus for growth. For zig-zag crystals, this critical nu-
cleus is a small assembly that contains both a top and bottom boundary tile. By
increasing the minimum width of an assembly that can contain both these tiles,
it is possible to increase the energy of the critical nucleus. For example, the rate
of spontaneous nucleation of the zig-zag tile set shown in Figure 3a decreases
exponentially with the width n [16]. We expect that the same qualitative result
applies to the more complex tile sets described in this paper.
6 Conclusions
To study the physical principles of Darwinian evolution, we propose a physical
system based on DNA crystals in which a combinatorial variety of genotypes can
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Fig. 5. Proofreading for zig-zag assembly. (a) Kinetic trapping is the major cause
of mismatch errors in DNA tile assembly. When a tile attaches to an assembly on only
one side, it forms a low energy bond and usually dissociates quickly. However, if another
tile attaches to the assembly at an adjacent location before it can dissociate, the tile
may be trapped. The mutated sequence will be copied to subsequent columns. (b)
Zig-zag proofreading transformations of the four zig-zag middle tiles in Figures 2b. (c)
Zig-zag assembly of the original sequences using the transformed tile set. When a single
tile that produces an error attaches to the assembly, either the tile must fall off and be
replaced by the correct tile, or further errors are necessary in order to continue growth.
be faithfully replicated and a genotype can direct a behavior or other measurable
parameter that can be subject to selection. DNA crystals are simple, containing
no biological parts, and can be programmed to replicate an infinite variety of
genotypes. The ability to program the interactions between tiles allows us to
induce selection pressures which favor the growth of assemblies with interesting
properties. Error correction techniques exist which can lower the replication error
rate as much as is required to avoid genetic meltdown, at the cost of a small
amount of additional complexity.
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